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Boarding houses can be a particularly 
challenging asset class to value…

I come from a family that has run boarding houses for many years. 
Speaking from experience, boarding houses are an investment that 
require a reasonable degree of ongoing management and effort. And, 
when you look at your boarding house, you tend to see this….



Your Boarding House… You…



When you tell your friends that you run a boarding house, they usually 
imagine this……



Your Boarding House… You…



When you ask your bank for a loan, they tend to think this…



Your Boarding House… You…



Luckily, independent valuers are available to assess the 
value of boarding houses, and also to point out any obvious 
risks to the continuing operation of the boarding house…



The Highest and Best Use…

Most valuers in Australia rely on the API definition of Highest and Best Use, which is:

The use of an asset that maximises its potential and that is physically possible, legally permissible and 
financially feasible.

The first question…

What is the H&B Use?

Boarding House

Some other use…



All valuations are based on analysis of comparable sales

You have to compare apples with apples. 

What similar properties 
have sold recently?

How much did they sell 
for?

What was the cap rate? 
Rate per room?

How do they compare to 
the subject?



For each sale…

Analysis of Rate per Room for a sale

EXAMPLE (cap rate analysis):

Gross Income $150,000 pa
Building Outgoings $20,000 pa
Net Income $130,000 pa
Purchase Price $2,000,000

Analysed cap rate
($130,000 / $2,000,000 = 6.5% pa) 

EXAMPLE ($/room analysis):

Purchase Price $2,000,000
Number of Rooms 8 rooms

Analysed rate per room
($2,000,000 / 8  = $250,000 per room) 

Analysis of Cap Rate for a sale 



Valuation as an Art Form

After a relatively scientific analysis of each sale, a valuer would compare each analysed sale to the 
subject property on a case by case basis. 

The valuer relies on their market knowledge and experience to do this and adopts what they believe is 
an appropriate cap rate and $/room rate for the subject property. 

Considerations are broad and may include many varied factors…

Location

Condition

Passing 
Income

Market 
Income

Nature of 
Tenure

Land Size

Building 
Size

Views

Vacancy

Outgoings



Once a cap rate and $/room rate is adopted…

The valuer will use those rates to establish the value of the subject property. Usually the primary 
method for a boarding house would be capitalisation of net income, and direct comparison on a 
$/room basis would be used as a secondary check method.

EXAMPLE (capitalisation method):

Gross Income $150,000 pa
Building Outgoings $20,000 pa
Net Income $130,000 pa

Adopt a cap rate of 6.5%

Value = $130,000 / 0.065

$2,000,000 

EXAMPLE (direct comparison method):

$/room rate $250,000 /room
Number of rooms 8

Value = $250,000 x 8

$2,000,000 

NOTE: Usually a margin of 5% between 
primary and check methods is acceptable.

Capitalisation Method:
Net income / Cap Rate = Value

Direct Comparison Method ($/room):
Number of rooms x $/room = Value



Now that you know how a valuer assesses the value of a boarding house…



The $64 million question (and topic of today’s seminar) is...

How do we maximise value??

There is a simple answer….



Increasing values….

When using the capitalisation method, mathematically, there are only two ways that the value can be 
increased.

1. Increase the net income by increasing rents or reducing outgoings

2. Reduce the cap rate

Remember the formula…

Net income / Cap Rate = Value



Increasing net income….

Net income can be increased by:

• Reduce expenses
• Maximise rents/tariffs
• Active management
• Check your contractors
• Regularly review insurance
• Shorter term stays

EXAMPLE (capitalisation method):

Gross Income (increased) $155,000 pa
Building Outgoings (reduced) $15,000 pa
Net Income $140,000 pa

Adopt a cap rate of 6.5%

Value = $140,000 / 0.065

$2,150,000 

From our earlier example…



Compressing your cap rate…

EXAMPLE (capitalisation method):

Gross Income $150,000 pa
Building Outgoings $20,000 pa
Net Income $130,000 pa

Adopt a cap rate of 6.0%

Value = $130,000 / 0.060

$2,160,000 

Cap rates can be compressed by:

• Minimise management headaches
• Maintain the building
• Reduce risks
• Manage your occupancy profile
• General market forces – interest rates, etc.

From our earlier example…



The most obvious truths are often the most overlooked. Good 
management and lowering risk will protect the value of your 
boarding house. 

There is no magical way to increase the value of your asset and 
ultimately the most boring statements are the most correct…

When it is all put together, a well managed building that 
represents low investor risk is more valuable and saleable than 
a poorly managed building with high investor risk.



The material in this presentation has been prepared by The Property Owners 
Association of NSW Inc. ABN 85 640 907 631 (POANSW) and is general information 
only to educate POANSW members & guests as at the date of this presentation 
based on the relevant legislation at the time, available case studies, facts, 
information and statistics. 

The information contained is given as in summary form, is of a general nature only 
and does not purport to be complete or 100% accurate in its nature. Information in 
this presentation should not be considered as advice, legal or otherwise and nor as 
direct recommendations to property owners at the time of the presentation. 
Before acting on any information you should consider the appropriateness of the 
information having regard to your own personal circumstances and/or matters and 
seek your own independent one on one advice with the appropriate professional.

THE DISCLAIMER:



QUESTIONS


